Education Resources:
Drama: Session plans

Familiarity with subject matter
Learning Outcome: To understand the basics of the Hurricane Katrina disaster
and the questions it raises and be able to portray these to an audience.
When performing a piece of epic/documentary
theatre it is important that the actor has a good
understanding of the subject that they are asking the
audience to question. Only in this way can the actor
be fully able to perform a role while offering the
necessary critical route in for the audience.

In pairs take some time to look at the image opposite. The
people in the tank are the US National Guard and those in
the water, the citizens of New Orleans. What does this
picture tell you about the situation in the days immediately
following Hurricane Katrina?
Based on what you have discovered what questions do
you feel the public should be asking about the events of
Katrina? Make notes in the area around the above image.
Choose a character from the image above. How do you
think this person was affected by the events? How can
they lead you to ask the above questions? Write or
improvise a short monologue from the point of view of the
character you have chosen.
Within it you must include the following:
• A line of speech by the actor before taking on the
character
• Information on the situation the character finds themself
in and how it feels.
• A question to the audience about the situation – either
implicit or explicit.
• A line to take the actor back out of the character.
• You may wish to consider whether it is the actor or
character who asks the question of the audience.

Playing Multiple Characters
Learning Outcome: To understand the physical and vocal requirements of an
actor performing in Epic Theatre.
Playing multiple characters can be both physically and vocally demanding, therefore it is important that the actor
has very clear images of each character they are playing in their minds and reference points they return to in order
to help them get into character. The following is a variation of an exercise that was used when rehearsing the actors
during the development week. It was the first time they had worked on character.
• Read the synopsis and choose three characters you are going to play. For each character create a pose,
consider how they hold themselves, starting with their chest and working towards the extremities of the body.
• Now add a line in for each character. Think about how the character speaks, what is their accent? Do they speak
quickly or slowly? How high or low is their voice?
• Practice saying the line for each character while in their pose, you may wish to move a little while saying the line
but always start and end in the characters pose.
• Now try changing from one character to another, how does the body change? How can you create this smoothly
and ensure that the change is clear to the audience?
• Create a short sequence where you move between each character saying each of their lines.
• In your class share your sequences. Discuss what made the characters so distinctive and what effect the
transitions had. Did this remind you that these were actors performing a role?

Generating Ideas for Performance
Learning Objective: To understand and be able to undertake a process of
formulating ideas for performance that are relevant and engaging.
Materials: A stack of newspapers, large • Looking at these areas think about
what interests you about these areas
sheets of paper, glue
– is there a particular injustice or
When Natalie spoke to writer, Lisa Evans,
issue that you are passionate about?
about writing for Theatre Centre they both
found that they were interested in the
• Consider what question you would
injustices of the world around them and in
like the audience to consider if you
particular those brought to light through
were to create a performance based
the events of Hurricane Katrina.
on this theme. Write these in the
appropriate areas of the collage.
• As neither Natalie nor Lisa were in New
Orleans at the time of Katrina much of
• From the questions you have created,
the inspiration for the play came from
pick the one that you find most
the vast number of documentaries,
interesting to explore. Remember:
reports and news articles about the
devising and writing takes a lot of
events.
commitment and you will be spending
• Browse through the newspapers you
quite a bit of time on it so make sure
have in front of you, cut out the articles
the question is something that excites
and pictures that you think will still be
you as in turn this will help you excite
memorable in five years time.
your audience.
• On a large sheet of paper create a
• Once you have done this you may
collage of these articles thinking about
wish to create a second collage of
what they have in common. You may
images, articles and facts solely
wish to group them into stories and
focusing on the question you are
images with similar characteristics. e.
asking your audience.

Scene work
Learning Objective: To be able to undertake an approach to scene work that
ensures the actors are both warmed up as performers and clear of their role and
the role of the scenes they are performing within the wider context of the
production.
Materials: Copies of a scene you wish to explore.
During the work with actors in the development week, Natalie was keen to ensure that the actors had time to explore the
scenes they were performing. The following activity is a version of an exercise she ran with these actors to give them
time to get to grips with the scene and develop an interpretation that suits the needs of the production.
Warm Up

Scene Work

• As a whole group, two actors start by creating a
freeze frame of them shaking hands.

The actors in the scene create an image of the scene you are
exploring.

• One actor comes out of the image and another
goes in and uses their body to create an
interesting shape in relation to the other actor.

The remaining members of the group make suggestions of what
the characters might be saying in the scene.

• The remaining actors make suggestions for what
the story of the new image might be.
• The actor who has been in longest comes out and
another actor comes in to create another new
image with their body. The remaining actors once
again make suggestions for what the story might
be.
• Repeat this exercise as appropriate.

• Ask the actors to read the scene with the director reading in
any stage directions
• What do we know about the characters in this scene? What is
the backstory?
• Now ask the actors to read the piece again but this time to
move as feels appropriate.
• Consider now what the piece does in the context of the whole
play. If you are exploring The Day the Waters Came you may
wish to refer to the synopsis.
• Was this clear in the playing of the scene? What could be
done to make this clearer?

Reviewing a live performance of The Day the Waters
Came
When thinking about reviewing a piece we
automatically think about writing but there are many
different ways reviews can be shared. You may wish
to think about creating reviews for TV, radio,
websites as well as newspapers. This activity will
allow you to create an imaginative response to
seeing the play, thinking about all aspects of the
production.

Creating the review:

In Preparation

• Once you have done this, include a SHORT synopsis of the
play. What genre is the play? – comedy, tragedy, political, etc.
Remember a review is more than just repeating the plot.

When seeing a piece that you are going to review,
remember to get a programme. This will help to
remind yourself of the piece when you come to write
the review as well as provide you with useful
information about the background of the piece, the
cast and creative team.
After seeing the performance make some initial
notes: what was the play about and what happened
in it? How do you feel after seeing the piece? Why?
What do you remember most strongly? Why? What
did you like and dislike about the production?
Remember a review is about sharing your views on
a piece supported by examples to illustrate your
ideas and thoughts.

• Start with a strong image that will get your audience’s attention
and introduce the play. For example: “Mad Forest is the name
of a wood near Bucharest whose oddly twisted trees make it
very hard to negotiate. It's a fitting title for Caryl Churchill's
tangled play” – Lyn Gardner, The Guardian “It lives on the page
but it dies on the stage. That, alas, is the story of Hanif
Kureishi's second brilliant novel, The Black Album.”- Michael
Coveney, The Independent

• Think about how the themes relate to your life.
• Move on to your likes and dislikes of the piece. Make sure to
include at least one sentence each about the acting, direction,
design, music. Where appropriate use the names of the artists
or creative team.
• What effect did the play have on you and the audience around
you? How did you feel during the piece and afterwards? Why?
• Do you think the creative team achieved their vision for the
production?
• Conclude with whether or not you would recommend other
people see the piece with a summary of why.

